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1.	Introduction

were implemented without ascertaining their clear
basis, leading to insufficient assessment of the
causes and effects of the policy. As a result, many

Experts say that the COVID-19 pandemic will

such meausres were not continued.

not be resolved in a short period of time and that

This study aims to provide accurate information

people will have to live with the coronavirus like

to relieve vague anxiety of public transportation

cold viruses in their daily lives in the future. The

users through quantitative identification of

introduction of any policy to public transportation

the COVID-19risk, and a basis for preparing

services will not eliminate the coronavirus, but due

appropriate public transportation policies by

to its nature as a public service, the government

analysis of the effects of various policies to reduce

needs to provide accurate information to relieve the

COVID-19 transmission.

vague anxiety that people feel about using public
transportation. In the government must make an
effort to decrease the spread of COVID-19 from the
use of public transportation.
Some local governments and public
transportation operating institutions proactively

2.	Analysis of the Impact on
Public Transportation by
COVID-19

implemented in-vehicle congestion management
policies, but those were so urgently introduced in

In order to prevent mass transmission through

consideration of the urgency of the current situation

public transportation, Korean government

that negative effects also occurred. Such measures

implemented a temporary policy of supply
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restriction for bookable public transportation seats.

Our survey of public transportation users

Local governments implemented direct supply

revealed that the main cause of the decrease in public

management and in-vehicle congestion management

transportation usage was anxiety due to COVID-19

policies for each public transportation service

transmission, and that physical proximity between

in consideration of the urgency of the current

passengers supplied the main cause of anxiety that

situation. However, these policies had limitations

public transportation may be vulnerable to infectious

in that they were introduced without sufficient

diseases. Therefore, we believe that alleviating the

assessment of the effectiveness and the validity of

congestion within vehicles through increased supply

policy implementation due to the urgency of the

is a priority goal in order to normalize the demand

situation. Therefore, we believe that an effective

for public transportation, which has decreased due

public transportation supply management policy

to COVID-19 transmission. Riders also agreed with

must be based on closely identifying its effect and

congestion mitigation policies through in-vehicle

the financial resources for its implementation.

distancing.

Through review of public transportation usage

Accordingly, we examine the appropriate

compared to the previous year, we found that total

distance between passengers in a vehicle that can

amount of annual transportation decreased by

efficiently reduce transmission, and suggest the

about 30 to 40% for each transportation service.

appropriate level of supply of public transportation.

During the first COVID-19 wave, transportation
demand plunged the most due to fear of infection,
and accumulated transportation amount recovered
to some extent as the situation improved. However,
transportation usage plunged again due to the
subsequent second and third waves. The decrease
due to the second and third waves was not greater

3.	Development of Risk
Assessment Model for
Infection from Using Public
Transportation

than that due to the first COVID-19 wave. Even in
the third wave, when COVID-19 transmission was

Congestion in public transportation should be

the highest, transportation usage only decreased to

reduced through increase of supply in order to

a level similar to that in the first COVID-19 wave.

minimize infection risk in public transportation.

We infer that the maximum demand reduction rate

However, while reduced congestion in a car

due to the anxiety over COVID-19 transmission is

through increased supply contributes to reduced

40%~70%, similar to that in the first COVID-19

transmission risk, supply expansion strains financial

wave. Maximum reduction in public transportation

resources. Accordingly, we need to determine the

during the first COVID-19 wave was 70% in inter-

trade-off between infection risk and requirement

regional and 40% in regional transit. It can be seen

for financial resources to determine an appropriate

that the change in inter-regional transportation

supply level to efficiently lower infection risk. As

usage was greater than that in regional. In

preliminary assessment, we developed a model that

particular, decrease in the inter-city transportation

evaluates infection risk according to the number of

was the largest.

passengers and distancing policy within a vehicle.
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3.1	Infection Risk Model for Infection between
Passengers

transmitted to everyone in the same space will

From the model suggested by Lelieveld et al. (2020),

of viral particles in air will decrease with greater

we developed a passenger-to-passenger infection risk

distance from the infected person, according to the

model under the assumption that higher probability

judgment that droplets and aerosols, which are

of infection from each virus and greater number

virus carriers, will spread differently according to

of viruses transmitted to a person is correlated

distance.

be the same. The second is a “distance reduction
model”, based on the assumption that the number

with higher overall probability of infection. The
estimating equation for the probability of infection,

3.2.1 Uniform distribution model (Model 1)

suggested by Lelieved et al. (2020), is as follows:

Under the assumption that viral particles emitted
from infected person A will be uniformly distributed

p(B←A) = 1 ‐ (1 ‐ p)n(B←A)

throughout the vehicle, when infected person A and
target B have been together for h hours, the number
of viruses transmitted to B follows the equation:

where,
p(B←A) :	Probability of infection from infected
person A to target B

n1(B←A) = (

N
b
× h) ×
× (c × v) × (1 ‐ m) × t
w
f

p :	Probability of infection in a single virus
n(B←A) :	Number of viruses transmitted from
infected person A to target B

where,
f : ventilation rate (h-1)
c : number of viruses per unit volume (cm-3)

3.2 Virus Transmission Model
Similar viruses before COVID-19 were known to be
transmitted only by droplets, and aerosol-induced

v : volume of aerosol particles (cm3)
m : mask efficiency
t :	probability of virus to be deposited in the
respiratory system

transmission had not been confirmed. However,
COVID-19 is transmitted through both droplets
N = (cb × (1 ‐ s) + cs × s) × b × (1 ‐ m)

and aerosol. Transmission by droplets may be
effectively blocked just by distancing of 1 to 2m,
while the exact mechanism of aerosol transmission

where,

has not been examined in great detail. Accordingly,

cb :	number of aerosol particles per unit volume

in this study, we suggest two virus transmission
models from two different assumptions. The first

emitted by respiration (#/cm3)
cs :	number of aerosol particles per unit volume

is a “uniform distribution model”, based on the

emitted while speaking (#/cm3)

assumption that COVID-19 spreads uniformly

s : percentage of conversation (0≤s<1)

throughout the room in the form of a droplet

b :	amount of exhaled air per unit time (cm3/h =

nucleus (aerosol) and the number of viruses

0.001l/h)
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3.2.2 Distance reduction model (Model 2)

rear edge of the vehicle

Under the assumption that droplets and aerosols,
which are viral delivery media, will spread
differently according to distance, when infected
person A and target B have been together for h
hours, the number of viruses transmitted to B
follows the equation:

3.3	An Estimation Model of the Probability and the
Number of Newly Infected Persons in a Public
Transportation Vehicle
When there are n infected people with symptoms in
a public transportation vehicle with M passengers,

n2(B←A) = (

N
E(d)
× h) ×
b× (c × v) × (1 ‐ m) × t
W(d)
f

the probability Pi of a specific passenger i becoming
newly infected can be calculated using the infection
risk estimation model examined so far, according to

where,

the equation:

N :	number of aerosol particles emitted per unit
time by infected person A

Pi =

E(d) :	probability of droplet exposure when

M-n
M

nnn
P(i←j)
M-1

distance is d
W(d) :	volume of space between the infected A and
target B when the target is separated by

where,
Pi :	probability that passenger i will become

distance d

newly infected
M : total number of passengers in the vehicle

E(d) = (-18.19In(d) + 43.276)/100

where,

n : number of infected people in the vehicle
P(i←j) : probability that i is infected by j
The number of new infections in public

E(d) :	probability of droplet exposure when
distance is d (0 ≤ E(d) ≤ 1)

W(d) = 1000 × Width × Height ×
( Min(d1,d) + Min(d2,d) )

transportation vehicles may be calculated as
follows:

Ne =

Pi =

n(M-n)
M(M-1)

P(i←j)

And the probability of occurrence of at least
where,

one newly infected person among the M passengers

Width :	interior width of a vehicle

may be calculated as follows:

Height : interior height of a vehicle
d : straight line distance between A and B
d1 :	straight line distance between A and the
front edge of the vehicle
d2 :	straight line distance between A and the

P(Ne ≥ 1) = 1 ‐

(1 ‐ Pi)
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4.	Infection Risk Assessment
in the Use of Public
Transportation

infection and infection risk in public transportation.

We examined changes in infection risk levels in

We analyzed the change in infection risk according

seat-only buses according to major parameter

to changes in usage time, ventilation level, mask

changes and each scenario using the previously

efficiency, and conversation rate based on 45-seater

developed infection risk evaluation model in public

buses. We found that infection risk linearly increased

transportation. Through this, we identified the main

as the usage time and conversation rate increased.

factors affecting infection in public transportation,

On the other hand, we found that infection risk

and examined the effect of reducing the number of

decreased rapidly as ventilation and mask efficiency

passengers and distancing in vehicles by analyzing

increased. Therefore, wearing a mask and frequent

the correlation between the factors affecting

ventilation are the most important measures to

4.1	Analysis of Changes in Infection Risk due to
Changes in Key Parameters
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Figure 1. Changes in the number of new infections
according to usage time

Figure 2. Changes in the number of new infections
according to ventilation level
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Figure 3. Changes in the number of new infections
according to mask efficiency

Figure 4. Changes in the number of new infections
according to conversation rate

1
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Figure 5. Changes in infection risk due to the restriction ofin number of passengers in short- and long-distance travelling
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Figure 6. Infections and infection risk according to distancing strategy
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reduce infection risk. The difference in the number
of newly infected people estimated by Model 1 and
Model 2 was insignificant, at about 1%.

5.	Appropriate Supply Levels for
Public Transportation Services
Smaller number of people in a car through increased

4.2	Analysis of Infection Risk Changes due to
Reduced Number of Passengers

public transportation supply is connected to lower

Greater number of passengers in the vehicle leads to

public transportation supply incurs additional costs.

higher probability of some passengers being infected

Accordingly, we assessed the appropriate supply

with COVID-19, and to higher probability of

level of inter-city buses in metropolitan area (inter-

transmission. Therefore, we investigated the change

city buses) that can efficiently lower illness costs

in infection risk according to reduction in the

compared to additional supply costs.

infection risk and reduced social cost for mitigating
COVID-19 transmission. However, expansion in

number of passengers in a 45-seater bus.When we
compared short-distance transportation lines such
as the inter-city bus, where the passenger spends
about an hour, with long-distance transportation

5.1	Estimation of Supply Costs by Reduction of
Number of Passengers

lines such as the inter-city bus, where the passenger

If the number of passengers on a specific route is

spends more than two hours, we found that the

limited from p to pi, requirement for additional

effect of a smaller number of passengers in long-

vehicles (N´-N) may be calculated as:

distance transportation was 12 times greater than
p
N´ ‐ N = N( p ‐ 1)
´

that in short-distance transportation. Additionally,
smaller number of passengers was linked to greater
reduction in new infections in Model 2 compared
to Model 1.

Therefore, if the current number of passengers
in a car and the current number of vehicles for

4.3	Analysis of Changes in Infection Risk
According to Distancing Strategies

each route are known, it is possible to estimate

We analyzed the change in infection according

following table shows our estimate on the required

to the seating arrangement using Model 2. From

financial resources for additional vehicles, using the

comparing and reviewing infection probabilities

transportation cost of the inter-city bus (740,000

according to five seating strategies, we found that

KRW/day/unit).

the number of additional vehicles required due
to restriction in the number of passengers. The

the window seat priority assignment strategy had

The average maximum number of passengers

the lowest infection probability, as shown in the

on 242 inter-city bus routes was 49 at peak time,

figure below (Figure 6):

with approximately 170 vehicles required to seat
all passengers at peak time, corresponding to an
additional cost of 130 million KRW/day. If the
number of passengers is limited to 22, which is
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Table 1. Estimation on the required financial resources due to reduction of the number of passengers
Level of passenger reduction

Additional input for inter-city buses in metropolitan area
Input additional
financial resources
per route
(KRW 10,000/day)

Total number of
additional vehicle
inputs

Total financial
resourcese for the
entire route (KRW
100,000,000/day)

Reduction level

Number of seats

Number of
additional vehicles
input per route

-

49

0

0

0

0

100%

45

0.7

53

172

1.3

90%

40

1.8

133

436

3.2

80%

36

2.9

214

699

5.2

70%

31

4.6

344

1,124

8.3

60%

27

6.5

482

1,577

11.7

50%

22

9.8

727

2,376

17.6

Source : Authors

50% of capacity, about 2,400 vehicles are required,

D :	illness costs

and the cost is KRW 1.76 billion/day.

O :	medical expenses
V :	epidemiological investigation expenses

5.2	Estimation on Illness Costs due to Reduction
of the Number of Passengers
5.2.1 Illness costs

L :	productivity loss cost
n :	cumulative number of infections over a unit
period
rm, rs :	ratio of mild cases (0.9) and serious cases
(0.1)

Illness costs refer to social and economic costs

cm, cs:	daily treatment expenses for duration of

incurred by illness. Considering only medical

mild cases (KRW 220,000/day) and serious

expenses, epidemiological investigation expenses,

cases (KRW 650,000/day)

and productivity loss costs during the treatment
period of the infected person, the cost of illness

dm, ds :	treatment duration for mild cases (24.5
days) and serious cases (21.5 days)

caused by COVID-19 was defined as shown in the

t, td :	average number of contacts (262 persons)

following equation. We assumed that illness costs

and average number of close contacts (25

were simply proportional to the number of infected

persons)

people. We found that each infection corresponded
to a loss of approximately 60 million won.

ct, cq :	test expenses per person (KRW 70,000)
and self-isolation costs per person (KRW
802,000)

D=O+V+L
O = n × (rm cm dm + rs cs ds)
V = n × (tct + tdcq)
L = n × (ra dc a + td ra dqa)
where,

ra :	percentage of economically active
population (0.637)
dc, dq :	duration of labor loss for confirmed patients
(17.3 days) and duration of labor loss
subject to quarantine (10 days)
a :	daily wage (KRW 94,000/day)
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5.2.2	Estimation method of the cumulative number of
infected persons according to reduction in the

analyzed for the unit period
Ne :	Number of newly infected passengers per

number of passengers

vehicle without the policy of reducing the

The effect of decreasing the number of infected
people in the vehicle through reduction in the

number of passengers
N´e :	Number of newly infected passengers per

number of passengers can be estimated by the

vehicle with the policy of reducing the number

previously developed infection risk evaluation

of passengers

model. However, due to potential secondary
and tertiary influence of infection in public

5.2.3	Analysis of proper supply level

transportation in daily life, we must consider

We reviewed the optimal number of passengers and

overall transmission in society in order to estimate

additional supply levels to minimize the total social

the reduction in infections throughout the society as

cost by calculating the illness cost and additional

a result of this policy.

supply cost according to the level of passengers

For this, we present a society-wide infection

reduction to occur if the policy to reduce the

transmission estimation model that reflects the

number of passengers for inter-city buses and the

effect of passenger reduction by combining the

policy to expand the supply are implemented at the

macro infection transmission model, which

same time.

estimates infection transmission in the entire society,

We found that when the ventilation rate was

the SEIHR model, and a previously developed

3.3, reducing the number of passengers was not

micro-model for estimating the number of infected

effective in the second and third stages of distancing.

people in public transportation. The new model can

However, in the fourth stage of distancing, reducing

be described as:

the number of passengers from 31 seats (model 1)
to 36 seats (model 2) minimized the total social

ds
1
= - [β S - Imf(Ne-N´e)]
dt
N

cost.
In this case, the savings from policy

dE
1
= [β S - Imf(Ne-N´e)] - κE
dt
N

implementation were approximately between 37.3

dI
= κE - αI
dt

(model 2). The number of vehicles required to

dH
= αI - γH
dt

1) to 36 seats (model 2) was found to be 700-1,100

dR
= γH
dT
N=S+E+I+H+R
where,
m :	Utilization rate of public transportation
subject to analysis
f :	Number of public transportation rides to be

billion KRW (model 1) and 60.7 billion KRW
reduce the number of passengers from 31 (model
(model 1). Increasing ventilation rate from 3.3 to
6 greatly lowers the risk of in-vehicle infection,
which minimizes the total social cost by the lower
need for limiting the number of passengers at the
fourth stage of distancing. The table below shows
the change in supply level according to higher
ventilation rate. If the ventilation rate increases,
the total social cost can be minimized even if the
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Table 2. Effect of increasing ventilation rate in fourth stage of distancing
Ventilation rate
change

Increasing
ventilation rate
from 3.3 to 6 in
the 4th stage of
distancing

Effect criterion

Uniform distribution model
(model 1)

Distance reduction model
(model 2)

Change in optimal
number of passengers

31 seats → 45 seats

36 seats → 40 seats

Change in number of
additional vehicles

about 1,100 → about 200

about 700 → about 400

Change in additional
supply cost

KRW 75.7 bil → KRW 11.6 bil
(Decrease by KRW 64.1 bil)

KRW 47.1 bil → KRW 29.3 bil
(Decrease by KRW 17.7 bil)

Change in total
social cost

KRW 2,983.7 bil → KRW 2,884.2 bil
(Decrease by KRW 99.5 bil)

KRW 2,960.4 bil → KRW 2,871.7 bil
(Decrease by KRW 88.7 bil)

Change in social
cost savings when
implementing policies

KRW 37.3 bil → KRW 136.8 bil
KRW 60.6 bil → KRW 149.3 bil
(Additional decrease by KRW 99.5 bil) (Additional decrease by KRW 88.7 bil)

Source : Authors

number of passengers is limited to 40-45 seats. We

the car to prevent the spread of infection in local

found that the implementation of this policy was

public transportation, with high demand and high

associated with savings of KRW 88.7 billion (model

congestion in the car. However, there are many

2) to KRW 99.5 billion (model 1). The number

practical difficulties in implementing a policy to

of additional vehicles needed can be significantly

reduce the number of passengers in order to reduce

reduced from by 200 (model 1) - 400 (model 2),

congestion in local public transportation. This is

and the additional supply cost required can be

because it is not easy to secure many vehicles and

further reduced by KRW 17.7 billion (model 2)

recruit drivers in a short period of time to reduce

- KRW 64.1 billion (model 1), indicating high

the number of passengers. Even when achievable,

effectiveness of increased ventilation rate.

the required financial resources can be burdensome
on the central and local governments.
Fortunately, passengers spend a relatively

6.	Policies for Responding to
Infectious Diseases in the
Public Transport Sector

short time in local public transportation, and food

6.1 Direction of Policy by Public Transportation

on food consumption, infection risk can be greatly

6.1.1 Direction of policy for local public transportation

reduced if the ventilation rate is increased through

consumption is relatively low compared to KTX,
SRT, and express buses. Therefore, if all passengers
comply with mandatory masking and prohibition
reduced. Additionally, infection risk can be further
open windows or through appropriate ventilation

Local public transportation, such as urban railroads

systems. As described above, we found that

and city buses, is characterized by short transit time,

ventilation can have an effect equivalent to reducing

high frequency of operation, and high congestion in

the number of passengers.

the car at peak time. It is important to implement

Therefore, for adequate supply of local public

a policy to reduce the number of passengers in

transportation, mandatory masking, prohibition
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of food intake, and frequent ventilation through a

patients subsequently exceeded the criteria for

system equipped with antiviral filters will result in

the fourth stage of distancing. The distancing

highest effectiveness.

quarantine rules so far do not include guidelines
for public transportation. In the future, however,

6.1.2 Inter-city buses

policy to reduce the number of passengers in
public transportation should be carefully reviewed.

In case of inter-city buses, the average number

Optimal number of passengers varies depending

of passengers during rush hour is 49, which is in

on ventilation rate in our feasibility analysis of the

excess of the capacity. This is the average of more

passenger reduction policy. The economic value of

than 240 routes: while some routes do not have

ventilation is estimated to be between KRW 17.7

excess passengers, while others have more than 10.

and 64.1 billion. The estimated value of installing

To ensure safety, to improve convenience, and to

a ventilation system with virus filters in a vehicle

reduce COVID-19 transmission, more inter-city bus

is between 8.85 and 32 million KRW per vehicle,

vehicles should be supplied so that all passengers

and there are about 2,000 inter-city buses in the

may be seated. However, there is no reason for

Seoul metropolitan area. We do not know of the

private bus carriers to pursue it on their own, since

exact costs of the ventilation system with antiviral

additional supply increases operating costs and

filters. However, as long as the cost is less than 8.85

reduces operating efficiency.

million KRW, it is economically feasible.

In order to reduce the number of passengers

Therefore, it would be desirable to require the

on public transport vehicles, transportation

installation of a ventilation system with antiviral

revenue should be increased by increasing public

filter, which costs less than the reduction of the

transportation fees, or increased operational costs

number of passengers, before the passenger

should be publicly subsidized. Authorities must

reduction policy, in both existing and new vehicles.

determine appropriate amounts of fare increase and
financial subsidies, so that it is reasonable for bus

6.1.3 Inter-regional public transportation

operators to reduce the number of passengers per
vehicle.

Express buses have a higher probability of infection
rd

in vehicles than inter-city buses, but the overall

stages of distancing, the reduction of the number

number of infected people is smaller than in inter-

of passengers on inter-city buses is not cost-

city buses due to smaller number of passengers

According to our analysis, in the 2

nd

and 3

th

effective; this strategy is only valid at the 4 stage,

and lower frequency of service. Although results

when illness cost of the entire society exceeds

are not shown here, it is less reasonable to reduce

th

the additional supply cost. 4 stage of distancing

the number of passengers on express buses. Due

was applied in Seoul metropolitan area from July

to COVID-19, the total number of transportation

12, 2021. Although the number of COVID-19

of express buses was reduced by about 50%, and

confirmed patients did not meet the criteria for

accordingly, the supply was also reduced by 30 to

th

the 4 stage of distancing at this time, proactive

40%. Passengers could neither use it at the desired

measures were taken, and the number of confirmed

time nor secure seats due to reduced service, and
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looked instead for alternative transportation. As
a result, a vicious cycle of decreasing supply due

6.2 Policy Implementation Roadmap

to the decrease in demand has been established. If

Measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19

the operation of express buses is not normalized,

will inevitably continue until masking is no longer

carriers will suffer losses, but the final victim will be

required, and COVID-19 can be managed similarly

the user. It is necessary to normalize the operation

to seasonal influenza without rapid transmission.

of express buses as soon as possible to guarantee

Until then, the policy to respond to infectious

the user’s right to move. For this, the vicious cycle

diseases will continue in the public transportation

must be broken, beginning with gradual increase in

sector.

supply. At this time, it would be better to replace the

It is required to wear a mask, not to eat food

existing 45-seat regular buses with 29-seat superior

in vehicles, and to refrain from phone calls and

buses and 21-seat premium buses. Passengers will

conversations when using all public transportation.

experience better service quality, and operation

In the case of local public transportation, virus

will be improved from increased rates. As a public

density within the vehicle are low, since short

policy matter, this strategy will reduce COVID-19

trips limit exposure time to virus, and ventilation

transmission. The number of inter-city buses needs

occurs every two or three minutes due to frequent

a net increase, and express buses need to recover to

stops. For that reason, infection risk of COVID-19

the normal level. With some support in the public

is relatively lower than that of other public

sector, reduction in the number of passengers

transportation, but safety is not guaranteed because

does not greatly increase supply costs as in inter-

the absolute number of users is large. However,

city buses. For KTX/SRT or general railways, the

passenger reduction cost will be high due to the

supply level is saturated with regard to the current

large scale of additional supply, and it is difficult to

infrastructure, and expansion of tracks will require

physically increase the supply.

large amounts of time and financial resource.

Therefore, the most practical policy to respond

Therefore, increased service is not feasible, and the

to infectious diseases on local transportation is

most practical solution is to limit the number of

to minimize the number of viruses by installing

passengers under the current supply level in order

ventilators in vehicles. Additional ventilation system

to reduce infection risk. With the recent increase

to filter out coronavirus should be installed, and in

in COVID-19 transmission, KORAIL reduced

the mid-to long-term, ventilation systems should be

the number of tickets for all passenger trains to

mandatory when manufacturing vehicles.

50% of existing level. It is desirable to continue to

Inter-city buses in metropolitan areas have

maintain this current seat reservation restriction

a relatively higher risk of COVID-19 infection

policy. However, since ventilation is one of the main

because they have longer travel distance and wider

factors that can reduce infection risk, a ventilation

gap between stops. Additionally, a relatively high

system or an air conditioning system equipped with

absolute number of users contributes to increased

an antiviral filter should be extensively utilized.

risk of COVID-19 infection. Therefore, COVID-19
response for inter-city buses should be implemented
most urgently. Ventilation systems should be
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Table 3. Roadmap for public transportation policy in response to infectious diseases
Classification
Common

Long-term (after 5 yrs)

• Mandatory mask wearing
• No food in vehicles
• Refrain from phone calls and conversations
• Installation of ventilation
system in vehicle

•M
 andatory ventilation system installation when manufacturing
new vehicle

Subway

• Installation of ventilation
system in vehicle

• Mandatory ventilation system installation when manufacturing
new vehicle

• Installation of ventilation
system in vehicle
• Reduce the number of
passengers by increasing the
number of crowded routes
during peak hours (financial
support required)

• M
 andatory ventilation
•R
 estricting the number of
system installation when
passengers for wide-area
manufacturing new vehicle
buses transferred to large
wide-areatransfer passengers
•R
 eduction of the number
of passengers by sequential
•C
 onversion of regular buses
increasing the vehicles
to premium ones or disposal
for peak time for widearea busesinter-city buses
transferred to large wide-area

• Installation of ventilation
system in vehicle
•W
 indow seat preferential
allocation
• Replace regular buses with
premium buses when service
is normalized (financial
support required)

•M
 andatory ventilation
system installation when
manufacturing new vehicle
•C
 onversion of regular buses
to premium ones or disposal

Inter-city
buses

Express bus
Inter-region

Mid-term (3~5 yrs)

City bus
In cities

Metropolitan
area

Short-term (1~2 yrs)

• I nstallation of ventilation
system in vehicle
KTX/SRT/
general train • W
 indow seat preferential
allocation

•C
 onversion of all regular
buses to premium ones

•M
 andatory ventilation system installation when manufacturing
new vehicle
• Only window seats sellable in the event of a spread of infection

Source: Authors

installed in vehicles to reduce virus density, similarly

number of passengers decreased sharply, the overall

to local public transportation, and policies to reduce

number of operations decreased by 30%, and in

the number of passengers through increasing cars

some cases, the route itself was abolished. Express

at peak times should be implemented for crowded

buses have a higher risk of COVID-19 infection

routes. Financial subsidy will be required to increase

than inter-city buses, but the overall risk of infection

the number of vehicles at peak time. In mid-term,

is not significant because the absolute number of

the number of passengers should be reduced by

passengers is much smaller than that in local public

increasing the vehicles at peak times for inter-city

transportation or inter-city buses. Therefore, it is

buses when transfer is high. In the long run, it is

not practical to implement COVID-19 response

necessary to reduce the number of passengers by

for these buses. However, if this situation persists,

30-50% for all inter-city buses. To this end, it is

passengers will pay the cost; the service needs to

also necessary to convert existing general buses to

be normalized as soon as possible. As mentioned

premium ones.

earlier, to normalize express bus services, existing

Express buses have suffered the largest damage

general buses may be replaced with premium buses.

due to COVID-19 and have not yet recovered. The

Both the operators and passengers will benefit from
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this strategy, and COVID-19 transmission will also

times when the proportion of people speaking in

be reduced. Considering the situation of express bus

public transit is 10% and three times when it is

carriers, financial subsidy will also be required. It

20%. Therefore, the probability of infection can be

also would be beneficial to replace all regular buses

reduced if people do not talk or make telephone

with superior or premium buses in the mid-to long-

calls in public transit.

term.

Most droplets are blocked through masking

In the case of KTX/SRT or general railways, it

due to their large particle size, but aerosol leaks

is practically very difficult to increase the supply;

to a certain extent even if a mask is worn. More

installation of ventilation systems should instead

effective masks filter out more viral particles and

be implemented. In addition, priority allocation

reduces transmission. Any mask is superior to not

of window seats can be effective as in-vehicle

wearing a mask, but masks with higher filtering rate

distancing strategy. In case of rapid outbreaks,

may contribute to lower probability of infection.

carriers may consider releasing only the window

Probability of infection decreases to 1/10 when

seats.

passengers wear a KF-AD mask blocking droplets,
and to 1/100 when they wear a KF-94 mask.
Since aerosols have small particles that float in

7.	CONCLUSION and
Implementation Plan
Applicable to the Policies

the air for extended periods, the density of viruses in

7.1 SUMMARY & CONCLUSION

external air, reducing the number of viruses and the

According to our study, higher volume of exhaled

rate of once per hour, two ventilations per hour

air is associated with greater probability of

reduces transmission to half, and three to 1/3.

infection, because the coronavirus is spread by

City buses and urban railways, which stop every

droplets and aerosols discharged through the

two to three minutes to open and close the doors,

human respiratory system and the probability of

will naturally ventilate, while inter-city buses with

infection with the coronavirus is proportional to

fewer stops will be less frequently ventilated, and

the number of viruses. Therefore, the probability of

express buses will be even less frequently ventilated.

infection in the vehicle increases according to the

Air conditioning can function as an in-vehicle

time in the same vehicle with a infected person. In

ventilation system, but if air is only circulated

other words, probability of infection is higher in

within the vehicle without a virus filter, this will

long-distance routes.

not be effective. Therefore, in order to reduce the

the air may increase over time in indoor spaces that
are not ventilated. Through adequate ventilation,
indoor air mixed with viruses is replaced by
probability of infection. Compared to a ventilation

Because people open their mouths when

probability of infection in public transportation, air

they talk, they emit more droplets and aerosols,

conditioning systems must include virus filters to

discharging more viruses and leading to higher

filter out the virus and discharge indoor air to the

probability of infection in public transportation.

outside.

The probability of infection increases by two

In long-distance routes, various effects
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contribute to increased transmission: passengers

the number of passengers by 20% (9-10 fewer

spend more time in transit; passengers are more

passengers) in short-distance routes. Therefore, if

likely to speak; passengers are more likely to

the number of passengers per vehicle approaches

remove their masks. It is clear that the probability

capacity due to high traffic demand, we need to

of infection decreases with when there are fewer

consider reducing the number of passengers to

passengers in public transportations. This effect is

improve service through a reduction in congestion

about 12 times greater in long-distance routes.

in the vehicle and to reduce the probability of

As aerosols float in the air, the coronavirus is

infection. In other cases, it would be desirable

uniformly distributed indoors; and, in the long run,

to reduce infection risk by changes in seating

it can be thought that there will be no significant

arrangements.

difference in the impact on all the people in one
space. In the short term, however, people close
to the infected may be more affected by the virus

7.2 Implementation Plan

emitted by the infected than those far away.

Passengers spend less time in local public

Therefore, in this study, we analyzed the virus

transportation, and are less likely to consume food

transition model by dividing it into a uniform

compared to KTX/SRT and express buses. Infection

distribution model and a distance reduction model.

risk can be significantly reduced if all passengers

The analysis showed that infection risk was similar

wear masks and food consumption is prohibited.

when the number of passengers was close to the

Infection risk can be further reduced if the

vehicle's capacity, but the smaller the number of

ventilation rate is increased by opening the window

passengers, the lower infection risk in the distance

in the car or by appropriate ventilation systems

reduction model. This can be seen as a result of

when natural ventilation is not possible. Therefore,

the model assumption that the greater the distance

it is desirable to maintain the same supply level

between passengers, the lower infection risk.

for regional public transportation, to continue

If we assume that infection risk is associated

mask wearing in order to lower infection risk, to

with physical distance from the infected, the

absolutely prohibit food intake, and to induce the

probability of infection will vary according to

installation of a ventilation system equipped with

seating arrangements. Our assessment of five

antiviral filters in order to frequently ventilate and

seat placement strategies indicated that the

minimize infection.

window priority placement strategy will be the

During peak hours, congestion is high in inter-

most effective. On the other hand, the maximum

city buses. The number of passengers per vehicle

separation placement strategy, which maximizes the

must be reduced through increased supply in

total relative distance of all people, was the least

order to secure safety and improve convenience.

effective. Compared to the maximum separation

According to the study results, we found that

strategy, new infection was lowered by 0.0033

reduction in the number of passengers was effective

and infection probability was lowered by 0.328

in the fourth stage of social distancing. Therefore,

when the window priority placement strategy was

the policy to reduce the number of passengers

adopted. This is equivalent to the effect of reducing

in public transport vehicles should seriously be
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considered if COVID-19 transmission does not

buses to improve service quality and to secure

show clear decline in the future. However, in order

safety.

to minimize the supply cost required at this time,

For KTX/SRT and general railways, it is not

increased ventilation rate should first be considered.

practical to increase supply in the short term as

Reduction in the number of passengers on

the supply level is saturated with regard to current

express buses is not reasonable due to the small

infrastructure. Therefore, it is desirable to maintain

number of passengers and infrequent service. It is

the policy of restricting 50% of regular ticket

necessary to gradually increase supply to normalize

reservations in order to reduce infection risk. As

the operation of express buses, breaking away

ventilation is one of the main factors that can

from the vicious cycle of supply reduction and

reduce infection risk, it is necessary to consider

service competitiveness due to supply reduction.

making the most use of a ventilation system or an

Additionally, it would be desirable to replace them

air conditioning system equipped with an antiviral

with 29-seat superior buses or 21-seat premium

filter.

